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Above - some of the demonstrations at
Baragaun Resource Centre:-

Above - Fruits and vegetables being collected
from the cold store at Baragaun RC. Cold air is
sucked into the room due to heated venting drawing up warm air through tall, black chimneys.

1. Edge of polytunnel
2. Polyveg bed (mixed vegetable cropping)
3. Companion planting under fruit tree
4. Perennial tree kale
5. Ground apple (perennial, nutritious
root crop, drought resistant and
grown at a range of altitudes)
6. Comfrey as part of stacked agroforestry on terrace edge
7. Sugar cane also as part of stacked
agro-forestry on terrace edge
8. Fruit tree nursery with grafted citrus
9. Lemon grass border along path
10. Urinal with a collection pipe leading
to......
11. .... Urine collection drum (within
stone covering) with outlet pipe/tap
to fill into watering can
12. Site of washing taps with pipe to take
waste water to nursery on terrace
below
13. Fodder tree (part of agro-forestry)

Right - Chief technician Kul Bahadur Buddha
pours a mixture of dung, water and finely chopped
biomas into the flexi-biogas inlet pipe at Baragaun
resource centre. The unit was installed in December and is helping to reduce the firewood use at
the farm while also reducing smoke, and producing high quality compost as a by-product.
Below - Members of Pragatshil group of
Gurung Gaun combine to plant SRI rice
on Lal B. Gurung's paddy in June

Above - Mrs Papisara Pulami of Jagaran
group in her SRI field in August, showing the
large clump size typical of the SRI approach,
even though it is from just 1 seed/seedling.
Left - Mr Khadkha Bahadur Rana
with his SRI rice in September, again
showing the size achieved from just 1
seed/seedling by using this approach.

Right - Leading barefoot consultant Tek
Bahadur Pun counts tillers in his SRI
rice plot in Chaurgaun village (Shirjana
group) in October just before harvest. It
is not uncommon to find over 100 tillers
per plant, and 30-50 are frequent.

Left - Mrs Kaushila Buddha of Ujwal group,
Thulo Khaltakura, in her green manure plot.
Here, mustard is sown as a short term green
manure, to be ploughed in as it starts to flower.
As well as providing fertility through decomposition, the green manure helps to provide habitat
and occupation for soil micro-organisms, keeps
the soil covered, and reduces weeds.

Right - Participants from
Hariyali group of Khalikharka village learn how
to make chimney bricks for
the improved smokeless
stove at a mobile farmers’
training in May.

Left - In July HPC ran a 5-day
basic blacksmiths’ training
for 3 farmers at Baragaun
Resource Centre. Participants
learned how to repair and
maintain agricultural tools.
Since this training the participants have been able to earn
a part time livelihood from
repairing and maintaining tools
in their communities.

Right - Tul Bahadur Gharti of
Shanti group, Salkharka village
took the permaculture design
course this year, and has developed a novel way of air
layering using packing
tape to secure plastic
bags around air layered branches

Left - Off-season onion production in Khaltakura village. Onions are grown from seed
as per usual, but when the bulbs are thumbnail size they are dug up, plaited together and
hung in a cool, dry place for a few months.
They are then replanted to grow bulbs when
onions are not normally available, thus able
to fetch a higher price at market.

Right - An irrigation pond
under construction in Subbatol
village (Jana Sahayogi group).
Villagres contribute all labour
needs to these projects, including any porterage of equipment from the road head.

Above - The irrigation
pond lined with plastic,
ready to be filled with
water. It will hold about
50m3 of water.
Right - the pond filled
with water gravity fed
from a local spring

Left - A hand-operated winnowing machine
provided to Ujwal group of Thulo Khaltakura village in October. This saves much
time in the winnowing process, able to process 100kg/hour, especially usefulwhen the
traditional method is dependent on wind to
be blowing at the time of winnowing, which
cannot always be guaranteed. Two machines
have been provided to groups.

Left - A foot pedalled grain
thresher provided
to Ujwal group in
May. This saves
much time in the
threshing. The
machine is modified from the type
used to thresh
rice.

Above - A newly built
improved smokeless stove in Khaltakura village (Jagaran
group), built at zero
cost, completely from
local materials.
Right - HPC has tested several
types of maize hullers and this
one seems to be the favourite of
most villagers; it is the fastest but
also the most expensive at 3000/(other types are 1000/- and 80/-),
perhaps suitable for several
households to purchase.

Below - HPC has purchased nearly 400
water filters similar to the one below
for distribution to 274 households in
Humla and 125 in Surkhet.

Above - Participants from Ujwal group in their
nutrition and cooking training in May. They are
learning to make new foods with local ingredients.

Right - Members from Pragatishil group (Gurung Gaun)
with their newly completed
drinking water built for their
community building in May.

Left - Villagers from Jagaran
group in Khaltakura village at
their Practical Literacy (PLC)
class. 7 women and 4 men have
joined this class, facilitator is
Mr. Dammar Giri.

Left - Members from Jagaran group
Practical Literacy Class (PLC) make a
field trip to visit SRI fields near their village. They will then learn to write a story
about the visit and SRI for their literacy
learning. The PLC group look at the SRI
rice and also see the Sesbania growing around some of the SRI plots. The
Sesbania is used as a green manure in
the spring before the rice is planted, and
the plants seen here (in August) are those
left to produce seed for next year.

Right - children from the
school in Thulo Khaltakura on an adapted mobile
farmers' training over
3 days, here looking at
kitchen gardens and what
it takes to run them with
best production for minimum effort

Left - A new hydro-powered
mill being constructed in
Salghadi village (Pragatishil
Krishak group). Farmers provide their own labour contribution to build this.
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Left - Participants at a beehive making training in Khalikarkha village
(Hariyali group) learning how to
construct the “Jumla Top-Bar Hive”,
adapted from a hollowed out log, fitted with frames for easier inspection
and honey harvesting. The thicker
sides give a warmer hive, important
for higher altitude beekeeping.

Right - Participants with
their finished hives at the
end of the JTB hive making
training. This year 52 new
hives have been made.

Left- Farmers from Namuna group in
Neta village have learned to make Newton framed hives for beekeeping. Like
the JTB hives they have frames to help
with hive inspection and honey harvesting, and are better for lower, warmer
altitudes.

Right - Hand operated centrifugal honey extractors distributed
to farmers in September. Frames
from the JTB and Newton hives
are capped (the caps of each honey cell shaved off ) and placed
in the extractor which is then
rotated at high speed to remove
the honey,

Left - cardamom plantation established 3 years
ago by Kul Bahadur Pun
of Bhalim village (Shanti group). Cardamom
thrives under a canopy
of alder (Utis nepalensis)
which also fixes nitrogen
in the soil and provides
firewood, timber and
biomas yields.

Right - Cardamom drying in Kul Bahadur’s drying shed. This year farmers have produced 620kg of cardamom worth over £4000, and have
planted a further 8166 new plants
for future increased production.

Left- Ammar B Gurung (on left) of Gurung
Gaun (Pragashil Krishak group) took the
blacksmiths' training at Baragaun in July
(see above). By October he had earned
5000/- Rupees by repairing local farming
tools for his village.

Right - a farmer in Baragaun carries out the delicate task of harvesting Timur (Xanthoxylem amatum)
- Asian pepper - from trees on her
land. The Timur tree is covered by
short, sharp thorns. Three years ago
HPC had provided gloves to some
of its demonstration farmers as an
incentive, now many farmers have
taken to use them after purchasing them from the bazaar. This year
4240kg of Timur was harvested
from HPC villages.

Left - Mr Dammar Giri inspects his new
organic cotton crop in Khaltakura village
(Jagaran group) in August. Of the 18 farmers that started, 17 have replanted cotton
this year and all have them have increased
the area by 10% to 50%.
Dammar is also a practical literacy group
(PLC) facilitator for his local group.

Right - Sunflowers are interplanted with the cotton to
provide a nectar source for predators of pest insects
on the cotton. This is part of the integrated pest management strategy for the organic techniques.

Left - Villagers from Salgadhi (Pragatshil group)
use their local skills to construct the weaving
shed. This will house looms and other equipment
for implementing the weaving cottage industry
initiative, which will eventually use the cotton
grown in this and surrounding villages.

Right - the complete weaving shed
in November. The looms are now
being constructed. The trainer for
this and the weaving itself is an
experienced and local permaculture
trainee from some of the longest
running permaculture programs in
Nepal. The land - about 1/4 acre - on
which the building sits was purchased from a local farmer by the
permaculture group and will be designed for demonstration purposes.

Left - solar drier demonstration at Baragaun
Resource Centre in Surkhet. The drier has
been used to dry pulses, greens, seeds and
fruits. While the drier is expensive and beyond
the reach of most households, it shows the
principle of harnessing natural energy in food
processing. HPC is designing cheaper versions
that are more affordable.

Right - Participants on the second week
of the Permaculture Design Course
(PDC) in Baragaun practice their design
skills – here they are locating systems on
a map using cards so that the different
systems can be moved around to ensure
the best integration.

Left - In September Surkhet farmers visited villages in Humla for the
first time. While the trip focussed
on SRI plots they were able to see
many other activities such as this
fruit nursery, where Humla farmers
are able to earn significant livelihoods from fruit tree sales.

Right - Staff learn about methods of video production led by
facilitators Ms Renu Sakya (centre) and Mr Siddhi Bajracharya
(far right) on HPC laptops, at
Baragaun RC. HPC staff and
some lead farmers are now fully
competent at filming and producing short videos for educational purposes, after continued
training over the past 3 years.

